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In a time of growing concerns about 
climate catastrophe and the misuse of 
the planet’s resources, the ‘consumer’s 
choice’ is one of the few tools at hand to 
empower us as individuals. Researchers at 
the University of Oxford have found that 
dietary choices such as veganism reduce 
your personal carbon footprint by 73%, yet 
can the same be claimed for veganism in 
the fashion industry? (1) Why 

Animal 

LeatheR Is 

A No-Go...
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Animal leather is without a doubt subject 
to ethical and environmental concerns. 
According to the United Nations, animal 
agriculture (which includes meat and 
leather harvesting) is responsible for 
14.5% of greenhouse gas emissions (2). To 
put that hefty statistic into perspective, 
transportation exhausts across the globe 
accounts for 24% (3). 

Leather is defined as a material that 
is made from the skin of an animal 
by tanning or a similar process. It is a 
supple and incredibly durable material 
that humans have loved for thousands 
of years. The benefits of utilising dried 
animal hides were first recognised in 
prehistoric times when early man began 
to use early forms of leather for clothing 
and shelter against harsh conditions 
and to this day remains a popular fabric 
within the fashion, accessories and 
interiors industries.

Let’s take a moment to look at this 
material’s life-cyclel. Animal leather 
takes up a vast amount of space and 
water and also pollutes the environment 
during its production. It’s not all that 
recyclable and decomposes very slowly 
due to the preservatives added during 
manufacturing. To top it off, the tanneries 
produce toxic chemicals and heavy metal 
pollution, with serious health risks to the 
workers. 

The Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) have gone so far as to recognise 
the animal leather industry as one of 
the ‘top polluters’ in existence, with an 
extreme need of an overhaul (4). Even if 
you can’t resist a carnivorous streak in 
your diet, you may want to find a more 
environmentally friendly clothing brand 
to direct your money into. Conscious 
brands and designers are opting out of 
animal leather, with exceptions to leather 
produced as a byproduct, or sourcing from 
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Taking The 

‘Vegan’ Out 

Of Vegan 

LeatheR

deadstock, surplus and vintage supplies. 
However, with the infusion of science and 
investment in biomaterials, vegan leather 
appears to be your best bet…but is this 
really true?

For many of us, vegan leather may seem 
like old news. Dr. Marten came out with 
their vegan range over a decade ago and 
high street brands such as New Look and 
H&M have gone vegan across the board. 
While these cruelty-free moves can seem 
like an environmentally conscious choice, 
this might not always be the case.   
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Dr. Marten Vegan leather shoe, Colechi Photography.

Our fashion-police friends at Good On 
You rated Dr. Marten’s environmental 
impact as a disappointing ‘not good 
enough’, with the added nod to their lack 
of transparency (5). When you scratch 
deeper, this brand’s leather-look-a-like 
is made from Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) 
plastic, a petro-chemical substance which 
Greenpeace lists as one of the most 
environmentally-damaging plastics out 
there (6). 

Whilst PVC is an obvious no-go, the 
majority of vegan leathers are made from 
polyurethane (PU), a synthetic plastic 
polymer that goes by the pithy nick name 
‘pleather’. Its affordable production makes 
it a high street fashion favourite: animal-
cruelty free but pollution heavy. While the 
material is most often used in fast fashion, 
it also counts the likes of Stella 
McCartney as a client. 
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Process of 
manufacturing PU 

leather whereby 
a base material 

is bound to a 
plastic (PU or 

PVC). This process 
is irreversible. 

Diagram courtesy 
of Sewport.
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Image from Co-Exist Story, H&M’s 
campagne; Innovation Stories initiative. 

Photo courtesy of H&M.
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When we look at the definition of vegan, ‘a 
commodity that does not use or include any 
animal products’, high street brands that use 
pleathers (and our pals over at Dr. Martens) 
aren’t being all that shady. But the issue 
lies in what we are led to believe by these 
umbrella terms. ‘Sustainability’ for example 
has become a buzzword that in reality merely 
means ‘sustaining’ a practice regardless of 
whether it be good or bad. It’s easy to fall 
into the enticing traps of these greenwashed 
ideas. ‘Vegan’ doesn’t always equal ‘better’.

The good news is that leather innovation is 
on the up with some exciting new source 
materials, from cacti to wine (and some even 
using flower offerings from the River Ganges 
in India). I’ll group these funky resources 
under three sub-genres; mushrooms, fruit 
and plants. They all appear to be in vogue 
but it’s mushrooms which are catching the 
zeitgeist right now and seem to be ticking a 
lot of environmentally ethical boxes. 

FRUIT
MUSHROOM

PLANT
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Mushrooms have become an integral 
contributor towards the innovation of 
natural textiles. ZVNDER is a German 
company that specialises in the production 
of leather sourced from a species of 
mushroom called Tinder Fungus. The 
fungus is harvested in the densely 
forested region of Transylvania, Romania, 
where this specific mushroom quite 
literally grows on trees. 

The production of this kind of alternative 
leather for the accessories market has 
been practised for generations and the 
brand relies on this unique qualitative 
knowledge. The mushrooms are harvested 
by hand and dried for up to one year. 

They are then peeled and processed 
(without chemicals) by hand. ZVNDER 
explains that even the waste by-product 
from this process can be used in a fittingly 
circular manner as a ‘smoking product in 
beekeeping” (7). 

Tinder fugue 
mushroom leather 
trainer by ZVNDER, 
photograph courtesy 
of Sebastian | nat-2.
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Tinder fugue mushroom leather stages 
of manufacture, photo courtesy of 

ZVNDER.
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ZVNDER have successfully avoided using 
toxic plastics and damaging farming 
methods but the brand score poorly on 
speed of production. A material which 
takes a whole year to grow will struggle to 
meet demand when compared with the 
magnitude of the cattle industry, and the 
speed at which synthetic leathers can be 
manufactured. Luckily some of the other 
material innovators have managed a faster 
way to produce mushroom leather but 
strangely enough without the mushroom... 
Lab grown mycelium leather is the next 
big thing.

MYCELIUM

MUSHROOM
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Mycelium is the underground root 
structure comprising the vegetative part 
of a fungus. It has been scientifically 
honed in labs for decades now and its 
potential is seemingly endless across 
the material sector. Two material 
engineering companies, MycoWorks 
and Bold Threads, have been grappling 
with the uncontrollable growing rate of 
this material. Having finally mastered it, 
MycoWorks is now supplying Hermès 
with their ‘Reishi Fine Mycelium’ leather 
product known as Sylvania. Bolt Threads 
are working with Stella Mccartney, 
Lululemon and Adidas with their version 
named ‘Mylo’. 

MycoWorks uses a method called the 
tray-based process, described by CEO 
Matt Scullin as “the fundamental unit 
carefully designed to induce just the right 
conditions for the mycelium to grow, 
and the crux of (MycoWorks’s) IP’ (8). 

The tray facilitates the movement of gas 
throughout the mycelium and substrate 
mix, and maintains ideal conditions for 
predictable and controlled growth. The 
engineers at MycoWorks have described 
this new material as not merely being 
more soft and supple than animal leather, 
but more ‘alive’ (9). 

These ginormous (American) brands 
seem to be dominating the market at 
the moment but there is one start-
up emerging from the UK that we 
should keep an eye on. Osmose is an 
interdisciplinary design studio that 
focuses on regenerative circularity and 
sustainability in fashion, homeware and 
furniture. This brand might be the one 
for you if you want mycelium leather that 
doesn’t need to cross the water.
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Photographs (left and right) of the ‘tray-based’ 
process of Reishi’s manufacture. Photo by 
Lindsey Filowitz, courtesy of MycoWroks.
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  All in all, the pros of this emerging material 
seem fairly evident. Instead of needing 
acres of land and tons of grain to raise 
cattle, using mycelium eliminates the 
problems of deforestation. Mycelium can 
feed off agricultural by-products such as 
beet sugar, molasses or sawdust and is 
fully compostable at the end of its cycle. 
It’s even said to help the quality of the 
soil as it decomposes (8). Surely a win-
win? Unlike the blurry and undefined 
‘vegan leathers’ that predominantly use 
synthetic substances, there seems to 
be transparency in the manufacture of 
mushroom matter and a distinct absence 
of plastics. Can the same be said for some 
of the other leather innovations?
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Fruit leather is a vague umbrella term 
for the many varieties of organic and 
bio-engineered fabrics made from the 
fruit family of the plant kingdom. These 
include banana plants (used by Bananatex, 
a brand that emphasises the waterproof 
nature of their product), apple peel (the 
Peta certified vegan brand AppleSkin… 
we know what that means), grape skins 
(the 2018 start up and heavily awarded 
‘wine leather’ brand Vegea) and, the most 
successfully scalable of them all, pineapple 
leaves (Piñatex and Nupelle being the 
forefronters of this fruity waste material). 
Let’s start here.
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Piñatex is the most well known of 
the pineapple leathers and is already 
supplying Hugo Boss and the popular 
sports brand, Puma. The founder, Dr. 
Carmen Hijosa, was inspired by local and 
traditional weaving practices and created 
a fabric that can be mass-produced 
using the by-product of an already 
existing industry, whilst benefiting the 
local communities. 

Piñatex leather is created by felting 
the long fibres from pineapple leaves 
together to create a non-woven 
substrate. These fibres are extracted 
from the leaves at the plantations in a 
process called decortication. The by-
product of decortication is a biomass 
that can be converted into pragmatic 
fertiliser or bio-gas, providing further 
revenue for the farming communities. 
Sounds pretty circular if you ask me. 

Although mostly positive, pineapple leather 
touches on similar problems to animal 
leather. Pineapples are very resource 
intensive to cultivate and if the demand 
for pineapple leather grows too fast, it 
could lead to more deforestation and 
wasted resources due to the increase in 
production. 
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Pineapple fibers, photo courtesy of Piñatex, Ananas 
Anam.
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Amethyst Dress 
made from 
Piñatex leather, 
courtesy of 
Eirinn Hayhow.

The other pineapple leather player is 
Nupelle, a Taiwanese material supplier 
that self-proclaims their new ‘vegan’ 
product to be ‘100% eco-friendly’. This 
is a bold and practically impossible 
achievement and therefore plants (non-
eco) seeds of doubt in my mind. Nupelle’s 
alternative suede, named Coflex, is only 
‘partially biodegradable’ as it uses ‘eco-
polyurethane’ as its protective coating 
(code for up-cycled PU plastics). Although 
they get a massive thumbs up for using a 
waste product as their source materials, 
these products require a very unique 
set of circumstances to degrade and 
might as well be stripped of the ‘partially-
biodegradable’ title. 
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Diagram illustrating NUPELLE’s manufacture of leather from 
pineapple leaves, Courtesy of NUPELLE.
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Before we go stripping green material 
companies of their titles, we should 
probably consider why they use the plastic 
coating in the first place. Unless we 
fully (and literally) lean into fast fashion 
and accept that our products will be 
chucked within the year, materials need 
some level of durability. They need to 
last. Jakob Hildebrandt, an environmental 
engineer in Germany, has been studying 
future applications of alternative leather, 
mainly the mushroom variety. His team 
found that plastic-coated vegan leather, 
that eventually ended up in a landfill or 
incinerators, had a lower environmental 
impact than the untreated compostable 
versions. The protective treatment 
would stretch the fake leather lifespan 
long enough to outweigh the benefits 
of compostable leathers, which owners 
would need to replace more often. 

So ‘biodegradable’ doesn’t always mean 
‘green’ but, while we’re here, what does it 

mean? The biodegradability of a material 
is not as simple as ‘will disappear when 
it reaches the ground?’. Pinotex, Nupelle 
and other fruit leathers (like AppleSkin) 
use water based PU resins to coat 
their materials and they will therefore 
break down ‘under controlled industry 
conditions’, but not much will happen if 
they go in any old bin.

On the other hand, those materials 
deemed ‘fully biodegradable’ have to end 
up in a compost bin for us to be sure this 
will happen. If that 100% mushroom shoe 
ends up in landfill, it will only be broken 
down ‘anaerobically’ (which, FYI, releases 
methane). From farting cows to farting 
mouldy mushrooms at a refuse plant, we 
are right back with the same problem.
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Not only does this debunk the idea that 
the ability-to-biodegrade is always a 
pro, it also highlights the complicated 
‘sustainability math’ that must be worked 
out when choosing a material for yourself 
or for your brand. How you harvest it, how 
you ship it, how you mulch it, how you 
refine it, how the product needs to get 
treated to withstand other microbes. How 
long it is used for because of all these 
factors. Each step makes a difference. 
When is the jury returning? 
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The last sub-genre of alternative leathers 
to consider can broadly be named ‘plant 
leathers’. As we have seen, we can and 
should be wary of such broad terms but 
in the case of Mirum, a bio-based textile 
containing a patch work of recycled 
cork, coconut fibre and other agricultural 
waste, I think we can let it off the hook for 
generalising. In February of this year, the 
owners of Mirum, Natural Fibre Welding 
(NFW) announced Allbirds as investors 
and partners, using NFW “plant leather” in 
their footwear products (11). The company 
subsequently announced 110,000 square 
feet of new manufacturing space in 
Peoria, Illinois, dedicated to the production 
of Mirum where they hold the machinery 
and chemistry that manipulates natural 
fibre structure on ‘a near atomic level’ (10). 

The process begins by selecting the 
right natural ingredients for the desired 
product. For example sturdy coconut 
husk fibres are used to make sturdy 

shoe leather. Their entirely bio-based 
(and patented) curative process forms a 
material that is then moulded (not glued) 
to a fabric backer and for this reason 
they often refer to it as a ‘composite 
material’. The sheets are then mechanically 
formed into the correct shape - and there 
happens to be zero waste water produced 
(11). 
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Diagrams illustrating Mirum’s circular concept and the process of Natural Fiber Welding manufacture, courtesy of NFW.
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Although environmentally seamless in 
many ways, if you’re based in the UK you’d 
be racking up those transport carbon 
miles if you were to buy one of their 
products manufactured in Illinois. Treekind 
is another of these mix-and-match plant 
based leathers and it gathers its resources 
much closer to home. The bio-textile 
start-up (called Biophilica) have managed 
to produce a faux leather from green 
waste gathered around London parks. As 
well as perusing the urban plant waste 
of Hyde Park and Fulham Palace garden, 
Treekind also uses agricultural and forestry 
waste. All this plant goodness (something 
more scientifically named lignocellulosic 
feedstock) is combined with a natural 
binder and the whole process uses 1% 
of the water required to produce animal 
leather. 

Similar to some of the other leathers 
we’ve looked at, these fully biodegradable 
(ie: compostable) plant leathers need to 

be popped in a compost bin to do their 
thing. The process, if done correctly, can 
be as speedy as three months, according 
to the Biophilica’s FAQ page, whilst they 
also have the option of being recycled (12). I 
am yet to find many flaws with these plant 
alternatives and their inherent circularity. 
What I will say is that if it’s really as scalable 
as they say, do we have the infrastructural 
potential to bring these products either 
back into the material economy… or back 
into the ground?
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Treekind leather, courtesy of Treekind.
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The last and equally exciting plant based 
leather to mention is from the underwater 
region. SeaCell is a brand of kelp leather 
developed by the American supplier 
Nanonic Inc. Kelp is the fastest growing 
organism in the world, topping even the 
infamous bamboo, and is understood to 
absorb five times more CO2 than land 
plants (13). Another company doing similar 
things is AlgiKnit Inc, a biomaterials 
company from New York, known for 
integrating science and design into textile 
production. The company reached media 
popularity when in 2018 it produced 
durable seaweed yarns for a compostable 
Nike sneaker. The wonder that is this textile 
comes from mixing seaweed with cellulose 
(a plant molecule) to create a yarn. The 
cherry on top of this fishy material is the 
benefit it might have on your skin with 
its antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory 
properties - perhaps the future of truly 
‘planet friendly’ leathers. Under water kelp 
forests instead of cattle in a field.

Leather-like fabric made 
from kelp, displayed at 

Critical Tide exhibition by 
Julia Lohmann, courtesy of 

The VOU.
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Kelp image by Colechi photographer, Pheobe Gerrard.
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Although the choice of alternative 
leathers only seems to be expanding, 
the free market competitive nature 
of innovation will hopefully lead to the 
most innovative leather standing last. At 
present it seems the mycelium and plant 
based materials have the most potential 
to create regenerative, circular systems 
where our products’ end cycle is fully 
considered. If we are to move forward into 
a biodegradable textile revolution then we 
must also push the importance of sharing 
information on how to treat our garments 
after their use-period.  

On the other hand, perhaps we are not 
quite there in terms of recycling and 
decomposition. In the meantime, if we 
look towards having products in use for 
longer, reducing landfill waste and energy 
consumption in recycling, perhaps we 
should be more lenient when it comes to 
protective coating, as with brands Pinotex 
and Nupelle. 

Whatever the leather you decide to 
go with, the terminology a company 
chooses to use is entangled within a web 
of marketing strategies and consumer 
buzzwords - so keep your eyes peeled and 
don’t be afraid to dig a little deeper.  

The fashion industry must have a 
conversation about the processes that 
occur before and after a garment is 
produced in order to solve some of our 
biggest supply chain problems. Designers 
and brands can better understand 
their carbon footprint and impact by 
tracking the origin of their fibres and 
tracing the source of their materials. 
Colèchi encourages a collaborative and 
transparent supply chain. 
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Mapping the production 
line back to its source, and 
bringing awareness to the 
origins of textile production. 
Material and fibres must 
be grown, collected, spun 
or woven; then they are 
treated, dyed, and finished 
before being transported to 
the client. 

Maintaining transparency 
throughout the manufacturing 
process, and recognising 
the people and processes 
working in the stage between 
design and the shop floor. 
This includes pattern cutting, 
sample development, 
production, quality control, 
packaging, and logistics.

Media includes all public 
facing elements of a brand’s 
story and their engagement 
with the community. The 
media plays a huge role in 
consumer behaviour and 
has a responsibility to share 
news and authentic stories 
without greenwashing. 
This includes traditional 
media channels, social 
media, the role of press, PR 
and influencers, and the 
marketing decisions made 
internally by brands. 

The afterlife of a garment 
outlines how a garment can 
be best handled, circulated, 
or disposed of with minimal 
damage. This must be 
considered during the design 
process. Examples of popular 
methods include recycling, 
repairing, or repurposing, 
reselling, take back schemes 
and specialist biodegradable 
schemes. 

FABRIC 
SOURCING

MAKING & 
MANUFACTURING

AFTERLIFEMEDIA & 
MARKETING

The Clean Fashion Journey / /
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Traditionally brands and organisations work within their specialisms. 
Reaching out to a factory, for instance, is done by mere convenience. 
Let’s face it, the clothing industry is reliant on a large, complex and often 
global eco-system with many moving parts; so, each stage is dealt with 
in isolation. 

Awareness of the different areas that make up the supply chain is 
the first step for brands. Examples of this are, understanding the 
manufacturers credentials, working with a sustainable PR agency, or 
even sending waste to a reputable third party. Awareness allows us 
to make decisions to work with organisations that hold similar values 
and are open about their processes. 

Innovative brands have been able to house more and more 
of their supply chain in house. However, the reality is that 
this isn’t always a practical or an accessible method for all. 
Treating each member of the supply chain as collaborators, 
leaning into their expertise and sharing information 
amongst all parties allows the fashion industry to tell an 
authentic story, keeping customers more informed.

We Isolate 

We Acknowledge 

We Collaborate 

AFTERLIFE
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Mushroom Leather Brands

Adidas 
Bolt Threads

Hermès
Lululemon

MycoWorks
Osmose 

Stella Mccartney 
ZVNDER

Fruit Leather Brands

AppleSkin
Bananatex
Hugo Boss

Nupelle
Piñatex
Puma
Vegea

Plant Leather Brands

AlgiKnit Inc
Biophilica

Mirum
Nanonic Inc

Nike
SeaCell

TreeKind

Brands / / 
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